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What’s in Here?
A COLLECTION OF HACKS AND CASE STUDIES SENT WITHIN
THE DIGITAL MARKETING SUPERSTARS COMMUNITY.
Intro
1: One word: 134% more traffic but 26% less sales
2: Ranking #1 for a High-Volume Keyword in Under 3 Months
3: 332.91% growth in organic traffic with user-generated content
4: From 0 to 100,000 visitors in 12 months
5: A simple way to use YouTube videos to score backlinks (white hat)
6: Grow Your Email List using Layer Content (Easy)
7: + 58% Blog Referral Traffic In 1 Month using Onsite Retargeting
8: Raise SEO click-through rates by using emotional triggers
9: Get 80–90% open rates with Messenger
10: From 0 organic traffic to 100K visitors/month (Case Study)
11: Auto-Emojify your social media posts (engagement Booster)
12: Boost CTA Conversion Rates (2-Second Tweak)
13: Get others to write for you (free PR)
14: Get more clicks on your content (one step)
15: 9X more leads (tested)

What’s in Here?
A COLLECTION OF HACKS AND CASE STUDIES SENT WITHIN
THE DIGITAL MARKETING SUPERSTARS COMMUNITY.
Intro
16: 335.7% higher engagement on Twitter (research)
17: Increase open rates for cold email lists (hack)
18: Boost social media traffic (the 411 tactic)
19: 101 prequalified content ideas for SEO (competition research)
20: 5X Traffic in 3 Months (5 steps)
21: 16x increase in revenue and 3x higher ROI
22: The Ideal Length of a Sales Email (based on 40 Million Emails)
23: 900% boost in organic traffic (5 step link-building strategy)
24: 3806% more conversions (case study)
25. 25.4% more engagement for Twitter ads
26. 161% more conversions on the homepage (A/B test)
27. 200% increase in mobile conversion rate
28. 258% more backlinks (case study)
29. Boost your business with video content (crazy easy)
30. The Samuel L. Jackson email hack

What’s in Here?
A COLLECTION OF HACKS AND CASE STUDIES SENT WITHIN
THE DIGITAL MARKETING SUPERSTARS COMMUNITY.
Intro
31. Use Quora to get on the 1st page of Google.
32. Use your author bio as a marketing tool
33. +840% Signups on the Home page [case study]
34. Left vs. Right: where to put your CTA buttons (research)
35. Using Quora to write human headlines (hack)
36. 600,000 readers in 3 years from scratch (Zapier case study)
37. This guy spent $3M on Facebook Ads. Here’s what he learned
38. Beat Twitter’s 280-character limit (sneaky)
39. 57% Higher Newsletter open rate (with a tiny change)
40.The content repost hack to boost traffic
41. Best time to post on Facebook (a must-know)
42. 2000% improved lead quality (study)
43. How to Make Your Video Rank #1 on YouTube (case study)
44. How a Startup Grew their B2B Blog Traffic By 400%
45. How to Rank on the he 1st Page of Google with no SEO experience

What’s in Here?
A COLLECTION OF HACKS AND CASE STUDIES SENT WITHIN
THE DIGITAL MARKETING SUPERSTARS COMMUNITY.
Intro
46. [Case study] How to Get 114K views on a LinkedIn post
47. Best email subject line length (based on research)
48. This Color Scheme Got 131% More Clicks than the Sample Average
49. Top 5 Emojis that can Boost Click-through Rates
50. How Crazy Egg increased conversion rates by 64%
51. Analyzing 912 Million blogs posts revealed this (content study)
52. Worst performing headline phrases on Facebook
53. 115M tracked emails reveal worst subject lines
54. 80% more traffic in 6 months (awesome case-study)
55. Increases retweets by 150% (crazy easy)
56. 12X More Organic Backlinks (super secret ninja hack)
57. Should you smile in your profile pic? (personal branding case study)

“Always Win By Helping Others Win”
– the 1st Core Value of the Squirrly
Company
We built the Digital Marketing Superstars community to assist those on
a quest to become better marketers. As a member of our exclusive
community, you have access to the best, latest growth hacks and
marketing studies.

The pillars on which we built the Digital Marketing Superstars
community.
Experimentation. The hacks we curate are a result of marketing
efforts that have been tested and tweaked until results show it’s
working.
Data. Numbers don’t lie, so we focus on strategies and tactics that
have quantifiable results.
Relevancy. These hacks are answers to your most significant
marketing puzzles; from lead generation to content marketing and
SEO, from email marketing to social media and beyond.
Creativity. Fresh ideas that will appeal directly to your target
audience.
Results. By implementing these hacks, you’ll see incremental
growth, in a very short time span.

Your Private Collection of TOP Digital
Marketing Hacks and Case Studies
1. One word: 134% more traffic but
26% less sales
Neil Patel ran an interesting experiment by using a certain type of word
in a headline for his emails and a blog post.
As a result, he got 134% more traffic but the income dropped by 26% (+
more unsubscribes and a lot of negative feedback).
You’ve also probably thought of using such words to see if it could
change your website metrics.
What was this type of word?
This type of word was a swear word.
So, even if you'd manage to get more traffic, people could be so
disappointed that they'd never think of buying from you.
Source: quicksprout

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

2. Ranking #1 for a High-Volume
Keyword in Under 3 Months
Sounds very much like a dream come true, right?
Ranking #1 on Google in such a short amount of time is not impossible
but it most certainly requires time, patience, and effort.
As proved by today’s case study, using the right process can make the
biggest difference when trying to rank a page, even when you’re
targeting a high-volume keyword. The team actually managed to outrank
Wikipedia!
The 8-step process that you can use to rank a page #1 on Google looks
something like this:
1: Find a good topic to write about
2: Create a stunning piece of content
3: Optimize it for on-page SEO & engagement metrics
4: Build internal links to the article
5: Find people who would link to your content
6: Ask people to link to it
7: Write guest posts on leading blogs
8: Fine-tuning content to remove over-optimization
Source: Moz

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

3. 332.91% growth in organic traffic
with user-generated content
MindMeister (online mind mapping software) significantly grew their
user base and organic search outreach with a solid user-generated
content strategy.
How? By building a public library of original user-generated content.
Tactic: Creating an optimized library of user-generated content (linkable
assets)
Your action steps:
1: Creating a platform for users to share their ideas and create content.
In MindMeister’s case, that meant building up an extensive public library
of user-generated mind maps.
2: Ensuring the content is crawlable and indexable.
3: Removing crawl waste and dead ends.
4: Using canonical and Hreflang tags together.
5: Creating links between User Generated Content pages in a way that
makes sense to add more context to the content.
6: Building a user interface that enables visitors to share or convert.
Source: Meistertask

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

4. From 0 to 100,000 visitors in 12
months
Building up traffic for a brand-new website can be tough. Sure, you can
invest money in ads but they’re going to cost you a lot of money that
you probably can’t afford to spend right now and no one guarantees
that people will actually click on them.
So how do you build traffic from scratch?
It’s simple - you create an SEO strategy without using any tricks or
hacks by following these rules:
1: Start slow and take advantage of “easy wins”
2: Secure a handful of strategic links to important pages
3: Establish passive link acquisition channels to build momentum
4: Be intentional about content creation and its impact on search
5: Target higher-value opportunities over time
Investing in SEO right from the very beginning is smart because you’ll
be able to reap the benefits on the long-term.
Source: Search Engine Land

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

5: A simple way to use YouTube
videos to score backlinks (white hat)
Tactic: Using YouTube videos to score backlinks (all white hat)
Backlinks represent one of the most important ranking factors that you
can use to maximize your SEO. If you have a YouTube channel where
you post insightful videos in your niche, those videos probably get their
fair share of backlinks.
Problem is, the platform earns all those backlinks.
But there’s an easy marketing technique you can use to change that.
Your actions steps:
1: Insert the URL of the video in an SEO Backlink Checker Tool like
Linkody or Monitor Backlinks (lets you check one domain/week for free)
2: The tool will fetch you a list of websites that gave you a backlink
3: Quickly comb through the list to find the most authoritative sites
4: Reach out to those websites and ask them to link to your website
instead of your YouTube video.
Boom! You’ve just ended YouTube monopoly over backlinks.
Source: Linkody

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

6. Grow Your Email List using Layer
Content (Easy)
Say you are reading this incredibly exciting and interesting article or
watching a video about a topic that really fascinates you.
And then, out of the blue, it stops.
In order to keep reading or watching that awesome piece of content, you
have to perform an action, like provide your email address. Most people
would take that deal - if the resource is really awesome and nothing
looks too shady.
You can use this to grow your email list.
Your action steps:
1: Create the content. It needs to be something that would be interesting
and valuable for your target audience to read, watch or listen to.
2: Trigger a pop-up in the most exciting part of the content, like the
moment right before you are offering a solution to an issue you know
your target audience faces.
3: Make it clear in the pop-up that you will provide the full resource in
exchange for their email address.
Easy, right?
Source: Linkody

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

7. +58% Blog Referral Traffic In 1
Month using Onsite Retargeting
Tactic: Increasing Blog Referral Traffic with an Exit Intent Popup
The marketing team behind iSpionage runs a pay-per-click marketing
blog. They had been investing in content marketing with the goal to
capitalize on the additional visits.
But they weren’t seeing a lot of referral traffic towards the main website,
despite posting regularly.
The solution they came up with was to add an exit intent popup asking a
yes/no question.
The reason this worked is that iSpionage knew what most of their
visitors wanted, and that is to download competitors’ keywords. So
that’s what they asked in their exit intent pop.
The question which appeared on the popup was: Would You Like to
Download Your Competitors’ Most Profitable PPC Keywords?
People answering “yes” were redirected to another page.
Your action steps:
1: Identify what the majority of your blog visitor may be looking for,
especially during certain campaigns you may be running.
2: Create an exit intent popup to redirect them to a page containing
content they’re probably looking for.
3: Let the popup appear to visitors who had spent at least 10 seconds
on the blog to make sure conversions are coming from an engaged
audience.
Source: Marketo

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

8. Raise SEO click-through rates by
using emotional triggers
Tactic: Using emotional triggers to optimize your titles and descriptions
for higher CTRs.
Having higher CTRs for your Google listings compared to your
competitors is extremely valuable and can lead to better rankings,
particularly on long-tail queries.
One effective strategy you can employ to attract more clicks is to use
emotional triggers. So, in addition to your main keyword, you’ll also
have words that tap into people’s emotions.
Here’s an example for a dentist. Instead of writing “Licensed Dentist
Boston: Contact us for an Appointment,” you could write something
along the lines: “Want Your Confidence Back? Regain a Healthy, Happy
Smile - Licensed Dentist Boston.”
Notice the difference?
Your action steps:
1: Rewrite your headlines to incorporate an emotional trigger.
2: Experiment with emotions such as Fear, Anger, Awe, Joy, Laughter or
other from Plutchik's Wheel of Emotions.
3: Get creative - never repeat the same headline!
Source: Moz

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

9. Get 80–90% open rates with
Messenger
Tactic: Using Messenger to communicate with customers.
If you haven’t considered using Messenger to stay in touch with your
customers, start now. Why? Because chat apps regularly get:
80% to 90% open rates
20–50% clickthrough rates.
Plus, mobile users now spend up to 91% of their time on messaging
apps.
Your action steps:
Investigate if your audience would prefer instant messaging, or if
they are on these apps regularly.
Create the accounts you’re going to use to communicate.
Set the proper communication expectations.
Start chatting
Source: Medium

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

10. From 0 organic traffic to 100K
visitors/month (Case Study)
Tactic: Generate links to your website to help improve rankings and
search visibility
CollegeRaptor, a startup whose focus is on matching students with the
right colleges in the US, got to 100K visitors/month by creating an
infographic map showing where members of the 114th US Senate went
to college.
Most of the research for the infographic was done using publicly
available - FREE - data (mostly Wikipedia).
The post with the infographic was picked up by several major sites
(including the Washington Post), which gave Collage Raptor the initial
boost in high-quality backlinks.
Your action steps:
Research ideas for a highly-relevant piece of content that you could
create using publicly available data.
Create the content (it can be anything from infographics to deep
research).
Send the content to multiple media outlets that may find it relevant.
Note! The content doesn’t always have to be created for your primary
audience (but it needs to be relevant to your business). The primary
goal here is to get backlinks.
Source: Marketo

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

11. Auto-Emojify your social media
posts (engagement Booster)
On Facebook, posts with emojis result in 57% more likes and 33% more
comments. Plus, consumers are 4x more likely to respond to business
messages that contain an Emoji.
But manually choosing and adding emojis to all your social media posts
takes up a lot of your time.
Luckily, there is a tool you can use to automatically add emojis to your
posts with a single click: Squirrly SOCIAL.
The feature works for both posts that you’ve created - as well as for
curated posts (which you can easily discover using the tool’s Social
Media Assistant).
This makes sharing your social media posts in a visual way easier than
ever!

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

12. Boost CTA Conversion Rates (2Second Tweak)
Tactic: Add “>>” at the End of Your CTA Buttons
When it comes to optimizing your Call to Actions to get more clicks, it’s
often those seemingly small things that make the biggest difference.
Like adding a “>>.”
Why does this work?
It’s simple! Our human brains are designed to spot the things that stand
out from what is considered the norm. So by simply changing the format
of your CTA button, even so slightly, you can increase people’s appeal
to click on it.
Your Action Steps:
Create your call to action button (you can use this tactic for emails,
landing pages, blog posts, and more)
Place “>>” at the End of Your CTA Button
Conduct a test to see if this small change made a difference in your
click-through rate.
Source: Copyblogger

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

13: Get others to write for you (free
PR)
Tactic: Leveraging free sites to get media coverage
Reporters are always looking for a story. In fact, most often than not,
supply is greater than demand. So, if you’re a charismatic entrepreneur
with something interesting to say, you should be jumping at this
opportunity to build your brand and get more people to talk about you.
Your action steps:
Figure out what ‘s your #1 thing. What makes you or your business
newsworthy?
Prepare a story pitch/press release.
Reach out to reporters on free sites like HARO, MyBlogU,
PRnewswire.
Source: Linkody

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

14. Get more clicks on your Content
(One step)
Tactic: Make your titles irresistible with numbers
When it comes to increasing organic traffic, getting your content listed
on Google is winning just half the battle. You also have to get people to
click on it.
Your title is your best chance to get people’s attention because it’s the
first thing they see. One way to stop scanners in their tracks and stand
out is to use a number.
Your action steps:
Experiment with adding numbers when creating your titles (e.g. 5
Ways to Boost Your Social Media; 4 Marketing Mistakes to Avoid; 10
Social Media Tools You Should Know)
Place the number at the start of the headline to make it pop.
Take it to the next level by placing 2 numbers in your headline ( e.g. 3
Ways to 2x Your Organic Traffic)
Don’t overdo it, though, or your headlines may start looking like math
formulas.
Source: Hubspot

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

15. 9X more leads (tested)
Tactic: Getting more leads using content
Everyone wants more leads, right? And creating great content can
definitely help you meet your lead generation goals. But what type of
content is best for lead-generation?
From an SEO standpoint, long-form content (over 2.5K words) is better.
But short-form content is easier to consume and takes fewer resources
to produce.
So the question remains: which one is better? One way to provide an
accurate answer is to create both long and short articles for your email
and blog subscribers, and then compare results.
A team of marketers already did just that. Here are the results:
long-form content generated 3x more Shares (compared to short
form).
8x more Page Views received from long-form content.
9x more Leads generated from long-form content.
Source: neilpatel.com

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

16. 335.7% higher engagement on
Twitter (research)
Tactic: Using research-driven methods to get higher tweet engagement
Twitter is an amazing platform where you can engage with your
followers, share posts and drive significant traffic to your landing pages
and blog articles.
Which naturally leads every social media marketer to ask this question:
How to get higher engagement for my tweets and build an engaged
audience?
These guys analyzed 23,858 Tweets by 145 MarTech Twitter accounts to
come up with an answer. Based on their findings, here’s what you can
do to dramatically boost engagement on Twitter.
Your action steps:
Post 8-10 tweets per day to get high tweet engagement
Start your tweets with words like “Thanks,” “Top,” “We,” “Learn,”
and “Congratulations” for higher tweet engagement
Use mentions in your tweets (using four mentions in a tweet will give
335.7% higher average engagement compared to 0 mentions)
Tweet during your audience’s morning commute, the time before
lunch, the evening commute, and between 9PM and midnight.
Source: adespresso.com

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

17. Increase open rates for cold email
lists (hack)
Tactic: Use email pre-targeting to warm up your email lists
Email remains one of the best marketing channels. But what do you do
when you have a nice long list of emails that have gone cold? One way
to remind email recipients of your brand before you start sending out
emails again is to use branded ads to target individuals in your list.
This way, when you do start communicating again via email, recipients
will have already seen an ad with your brand, which should increase
your open rates.
Your action steps:
Choose a platform to carry out your pre-targeting campaigns
(Facebook via Custom Audiences, Twitter via Tailored Audiences, or
Gmail AdWords)
Upload your email list following the instructions specific to the
platform you’ve chosen.
Ads will then be served targeting those specific individuals.
Write the copy keeping in mind that the goal is to create familiarity
with your brand.
Once you’ve finished the campaign, you can start sending emails
again.
Source: rocketshp.com

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

18. Boost social media traffic (the 411
tactic)
Tactic: Use the 4-1-1 approach to increase social proof and traffic
The 4-1-1 principle was developed and made popular by this guy
Andrew Davis, one of the UK's leading authorities on digital and social
media. According to him, your social media routine should follow a
specific rhythm in order to be most successful.
His 441 recipe is described in your action steps below.
Your action steps:
Every 6 posts you publish on social media should follow exactly this
pattern:
4 posts should make reference to influencers in your niche (either reposts or content tagging the influencers).
1 post should feature original, educational, valuable content that
you’ve created.
The last of the six should be sales oriented (discount coupons,
special deals, and so on).
Source: Linkody

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

19. 101 prequalified content ideas for
SEO (competition research)
Tactic: Get inspired by your competition to come up with long lists of
topics in bunches
Creating SEO content for your website requires a lot of time and
resources to do well. And when it doesn’t translate into visitors and
sales, it’s all in vain.
Now, a piece of content may not perform well for a bunch of different
reasons. However, you can significantly increase your odds of success
by prequalifying your content idea.
SEO content is built around keywords. So a great way to find profitable
content ideas for SEO is to see what keywords do others in your niche
use to bring traffic to their site.
If your most successful competitor already uses certain keywords to
rank on Google, it means those keywords have potential.
Your action steps:
Unlock your free list of 101 keywords that your competitor uses to
rank on Google (by inviting just one friend into the community via
your unique referral URL)
Analyze the list of keywords.
Look for topics that you aren’t currently covering in your site content.
Research the keywords using a keyword research tool to validate
them as being great opportunities.
Create better SEO content around those keywords/for that topic and
steal your competition’s spot in Search Engine Listings. For example,
say you are using a top 10 list from a competitor’s blog as an
inspiration for a new content idea. Try to one-up them by creating a
top 15 list on the same topic.

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

20. 5X Traffic in 3 Months (5 steps)
Tactic: Leverage guest posting to increase traffic
Ever tried guest posting? If not, you are missing out on a significant
opportunity to increase brand awareness and get more traffic.
However, in order to be successful and not waste your resources, you
need to put together a guest posting strategy.
Here is a reliable formula that you can largely replicate.
Your action steps:
1: Develop your buyer persona as thoroughly as possible.
2: Pick a topic to write about (one that you would also choose for your
own blog)
3: Write high-quality, in-depth content around that topic (make it over
1,500 words).
4: Start building a relationship with your target influencers by
interacting with them on social media, retweeting their posts and
commenting on their articles.
5: Pitch your content to the influential bloggers in your niche. You’re
more likely to get a positive response if they already (sort of) know you.
Source: foundr.com

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
marketing hacks delivered 2X week. Click here to JOIN

21. 16x increase in revenue and 3x
higher ROI
Tactic: Experiment with Social Media Marketing to Boost Revenue
When done right, social media marketing represents a tremendous
opportunity for your business. Peel, a company that sells thin phone
cases that are both functional and stylish used Facebook video ads to
showcase their products.
Though these ads, they did a great job of telling the story of what
separates their products from everyone else. Their results? 16x increase
in revenue and 3x higher ROI.
Your action steps:
Brainstorm ideas to set your brand apart on social media, especially
if you are in a competitive industry.
Experiment with social media advertising.
Leverage the power of social media to strengthen your brand
messaging and story.
Source: sproutsocial.com

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
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22. The Ideal Length of a Sales Email
(based on 40 Million Emails)
What do you think are some of the most important factors that influence
the chance of a sales email being successful? Is it how well you write
the copy? How great the offer is?
Maybe you’re thinking about how important it is to understand your
audience and personalize your emails.
You’re right, everything listed above is super important, but did you
ever thought that the length of your sales emails could also play a big
part in how successful they are?
A study from Boomerang shows that length matters.
The data, based on a collection of more than 40 million emails, indicates
that the ideal length of an email is between 50 and 125 words.
Emails this length had a response rate above 50%.
Plus, a similar study found emails with approximately 20 lines of text, or
about 200 words, had the highest clickthrough rates.
Note! These recommendations work best as starting points and are
meant to be supplemented with internal data. In other words, this won’t
work for every industry, business or audience.
It just means that, when in doubt, consider keeping your sales emails in
the 200-words area.
Source: Hubspot
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23. 900% boost in organic traffic (5
step link-building strategy)
Getting high-authority bloggers and journalists to link to your website
can definitely give you a boost in traffic. But scoring those backlinks in
the first place can be challenging.
Luckily, there is a tested technique you can use to land mentions and
backlinks from popular sites in your niche - even if you have a new site
with literally zero connections.
Tactic: Using Guestographics to boost organic traffic
Recently, Brian Dean from Backlinko shared a secret 5-step formula
called Guestographics that helped one of his readers boost his organic
traffic by more than 900% in just six weeks. Below, you’ll find the exact
steps he followed to achieve this.
Your action steps:
1: Post a high-value, high-quality infographic on your site.
2: Find sites that write about your infographic’s topic (a simple Google
search will do).
3: Write an email telling how much you enjoyed reading the content
they’ve created. Show them your cool infographic on the same topic.
4: Offer a unique, well-written introduction to go along with the
infographic.
5: Get your contextual backlinks (which is a lot more powerful than if
someone just copy-pasted the infographic in a blog post).
Source: Brian Dean
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24. 3806% more conversions (case
study)
Tactic: Using gated content to increase email subscribers
Photowebo, a site that provides resources to help photographers build a
stronger online presence, increased conversions by 3806% largely due
to switching from pop-ups to gated content.
In their case, the content was a list of 101 different email subject lines
their audience can use for their photography email marketing. But,
generally speaking, gated content refers to any type of online content
that users fill out a form before they can access them.
Your action steps:
Make a list of your most popular, long-form blog articles, whitepapers
or eBooks.
Consider turning them into gated content (by blurring or removing
content below a set point on the page).
Visitors will have to opt-in to see the whole resource.
Market it as exclusive content to further increase its appeal.
Make it clear to the reader that you will provide the full resource in
exchange for their email address.
Source: optinmonster.com

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
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25. 25.4% more engagement for
Twitter ads
Tactic: Boost engagement for promoted posts with emojis
Unlike organic social media marketing where there are multiple
variables at play, in paid social, it’s super-easy to do a split test of the
same promoted post with and without emojis to the same targeting
group at the same time.
Larry Kim, the founder the WordStream, conducted an experiment to
analyze the impact emojis have on user engagement.
He ran two different ads on Twitter, one with emojis and one without,
and saw that the tweet with emojis received 25.4% more engagement
than the one without. Plus, it had a 22.2% lower cost per engagement.
Your action steps:
Consider running a similar test yourself and see if the emoji variant
beats out the non-emoji promoted post.
Source: Larry Kim via Medium

Digital Marketing Superstars. We research. You Implement. Best
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26. 161% more conversions on the
homepage (A/B test)
Tactic: A/B testing a Stock Image vs a Real Image on the home page
By changing the image used on their homepage, 160 Driving Academy
(a truck driving school) scored significant conversion gains.
The academy had been using a stock image of a man driving a truck on
its homepage. Then they decided to test the page with the photograph
of a real student instead.
The primary conversion goal they set was the number of visits to the
‘Thank You’ page (the page site visitors are taken to after filling out a
conversion form on their homepage)
The result? Using a real image led to an 161% lift in conversions.
Your action steps:
1. Review the images on your homepage (main page)
2. Are you using a stock image?
3. Consider creating a variation of your homepage in which you use a
relevant and unique image that is not “stock."
4. Run an A/B test to see which of the two pages perform better based
on your conversion goals.
5. Sit back and let statistics pick you a winner.
Source: vwo.com
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27. 200% increase in mobile
conversion rate
By optimizing the mobile version of its website, UK-based wedding
shoes retailer Elegant Steps managed to reduce their bounce rate by
50% and increase their conversion rate by 200% within a month.
What led to these impressive results? By using data from Google
Analytics, scrollmaps and heatmaps solutions, they saw that their main
unique selling propositions (including free shipping) did not appear
above the fold on mobile devices.
Also, the text across the home page image was difficult to read because
it faded into the background. Based on the insights gained, they knew
exactly what they have to fix to create a better experience for mobile
visitors.
Your action steps:
1. Review your site’s analytics data to spot possible red flags.
2. Consider using a tool like Hotjar to see what visitors do on your site.
3. You can also use on-page surveys/polls to gather user feedback.
4. Bring all the research together to identify possible barriers to
conversion on your site.
Source: vwo.com
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28. 258% more backlinks (case study)
You probably know that you should use images to enhance your
content and make written text easier to read. But did you think about the
potential images have when it comes to helping you score more
backlinks for your site?
Neil Patel decided to analyze all the types of images he used for articles
that generated the highest number of backlinks.
Here are all the images he compared: stock photography, screenshots,
hand-drawn images, animations, infographics, charts, and copyrightfree images.
Can you guess which received the most backlinks?
It’s charts! Posts that featured graphs and charts received 258% more
backlinks compared to articles that included other types of images.
Your action steps:
Consider running a similar analysis on your site.
Try adding more industry-relevant graphs and charts into your posts
(data and facts are super valuable and can help you gain more
backlinks)
Source: www.quicksprout.com
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29. Boost your business with video
content (crazy easy)
Video is more engaging and more memorable among consumers
compared to any other type of content. 76% of businesses say video
has helped them increase sales, and 80% of marketers say using video
content has increased time spent on their website.
So, if you haven’t done it already, you should start making video a part
of your marketing strategy. Here’s more data that backs this up.
But that doesn’t mean creating new content every week, which can take
up a lot of effort and time. One thing you can try is to trim your live
webinars recordings into shorter clips and share them on social media.
This also works for other online video events (like a product launch
event, for instance).
This way, you maximize your video content and ensure your live
webinars won’t be short lived. Plus, it’s a great method to engage your
followers and make it seem like you’re producing lots of new videos.
Source: Social Media Examiner
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30. The Samuel L. Jackson email
hack
“Everybody knows, when you make an assumption, you make an ass
out of you and umption.” --- it’s a famous line Samuel L. Jackson
delivers in the movie The Long Kiss Goodnight.
But what does this nugget of sweet street wisdom has to do with you
and email marketing?
Well, it links to the fact that a lot of what is done in marketing rests on
making assumptions that may not necessarily be true. Like assuming
that your emails are so great that users will jump through hoops to
share them with their friends.
In reality, most of us are lazy in nature, so any additional steps that need
to be taken represent obstacles. This means you should make it as easy
as possible for your users to share your emails.
You can hack this by crafting pre-made ‘Forward to a Friend’ emails
following these steps:
Write your referral email copy (don’t forget to include a CTA and a
link to your offer page in the body)
Copy-paste it into Mailto.co.uk to create a pre-populated email.
Include links where you need them.
Source: okdork.com
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31. Use Quora to get on the 1st page
of Google
Quora is a platform where you can ask and answer questions about
pretty much any topic you can think of.
Because it features a lot of original, user-generated content and allows
its content to be indexed by Google, many of its pages rank for some of
the most competitive terms on the internet.
Which means Quora is a powerful marketing tool. If you answer the right
questions, your answer will be featured on the first page of Google.
So, how do you find the right questions?
Your action steps:
Go to SEMrush (you can sign up for a free 7-days account)
In SEMrush, go to Domain Analytics > Organic Research > search for
quora.com
Click on Advanced Filters and filter for Keywords which contain your
target keyword. (Positions less than 10 and Volume greater than 100)
Go to Quora and create the best possible answer. Of course, you can
mention a page in your site that you want people to know about (but
only if it makes sense; don’t spam).
Source: Evolving SEO.
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32. Use your author bio as a
marketing tool
After reading an informative or interesting post, most site visitors will
find themselves scrolling to the bottom of the post to learn more about
the author.
It’s something that most people do almost automatically. And, as a site
owner, you can use it to your advantage and boost your marketing
game.
How? By getting creative with your Author Box description and using it
to promote your services or other resources that you want site visitors
to know about.
For example, say you have a webinar coming up and you want more
people to sign up for it. You can tweak your bio and include something
like: “Gearing up for our biggest webinar yet” and link to a page where
people can learn more about it and sign up.
This way, all those who will read your articles and author bio will also
find out about your upcoming webinar. And since they already enjoyed
the content you provided, they are more likely to sign up.
Source: Squirrly Stabox
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33. +840% Signups on the Home
page [case study]
Tactic: Redesigning the Home page to Boost Conversions
The HOTH, an online marketing agency, were getting a decent amount of
traffic to their home page, but the account signup was just 1.4%.
Most of their traffic came from referrals, word of mouth and direct
traffic. That meant that people who landed on their Homepage were
already familiar with the company and some of the services they
provide.
So, what The HOTH decided to do was to change their long form home
page to just a signup form and run an A/B test to see which of the two
variations performed best.
The Result? The new homepage with just a sign-up form (and not much
else) increased the number of free account sign-ups by more than 13%.
Their conclusion was that the additional information on the initial page
distracted the visitors from the signing up to create a free account - and
probably raised more questions than it answered.
Source: abtestcases.com
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34. Left vs. Right: where to put your
CTA buttons (research)
The call-to-action (CTA) is one of the most important elements to
consider when designing a page, as it plays an essential role in shaping
the user’s experience effectively.
In addition to colour, shape and other aspects related to design, where
you place your CTAs will also help determine how effective your call-toaction buttons are.
When it comes to left versus right, research is pretty clear about what’s
the best placement of your CTA. It’s RIGHT.
And it’s all because of the Gutenberg Diagram. The diagram marks a “Z”
across a web page, separating the different optical areas within it. Each
end and tip of the Z point to different levels of visual acuity and
attentiveness of your visitors.
Based on this, the two spots on the right (at the first point of the “Z” and
the very end of it) are the two areas of a page where visitors expect to
take action.
That’s why your call-to action should be towards the right side of the
screen.
Source: wpmudev.org
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35. Using Quora to write human
headlines (hack)
“On the average, five times as many people read the headline as read
the body copy. When you have written your headline, you have spent
eighty cents out of your dollar.”
The famous quote belongs to David Ogilvy, the father of advertising.
And the quote is still incredibly relevant today; as headlines remain one
of the most important parts of article writing.
Headlines represent your first real point of connection with your
prospective customer, your first opportunity to grab the attention of a
web visitor. But getting them just right is tricky.
On the one hand, a headline needs to be descriptive and detailed so that
it sets expectations and matches what searchers want. But it also needs
to be catchy, conversational and sound natural.
One clever solution to help improve your headline game is to look at
Quora questions on topics you want to cover in your articles. These
questions belong to real, regular folks who may as well be the ones
reading your future articles.
So, by turning their questions into headlines, you make sure that your
headlines sound compelling and natural.
Source: shivarweb.com
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36. 600,000 readers in 3 years from
scratch (Zapier case study)
Connecting more than 1,000 web apps, Zapier is all about integrations.
What makes Zapier special is that it kind of disappears behind those
other tools it brings together.
But marketing a tool that is “invisible” is challenging. Zapier's strategy
is to actually leverage its multifaceted product personality via content
marketing.
To be more specific, Zapier’s marketing team decided to treat every
integration on Zapier as a new opportunity to build authority on search
engines and reach new audiences.
Zapier's blog is like a collective guide to hundreds of tools. “How to
Quickly Append Text to a Note in Evernote or OneNote from Your
Browser” and “How to Automatically Generate Charts and Reports in
Google Sheets and Docs” are just two examples of titles from their
blog.
Zapier appears in Search for these specific topics, and by doing so, it
reaches the audience of all those different tools; audiences who might
not ever knew Zapier existed otherwise.
That’s how they got 600,000 readers in just three years from scratch,
and that number continues to grow as new tools and integrations are
added to Zapier.
Your action steps:
If you have a product or service with multiple use cases and
integrations, consider using content marketing to reach each specific
audience (as opposed to casting a wide, catch-all net).
Source: shivarweb.com
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37. This guy spent $3M on Facebook
Ads. Here’s what he learned
Noah Kogan of AppSumo and SumoMe has spent millions on Facebook
Ads, and has tried pretty much anything and everything with Facebook
advertising to make his ads as profitable and as effective as possible.
If you’re interested in advertising on Facebook, you can definitely learn
from his experience.
5 Lessons Learned from Spending $3M on Facebook Ads:
Refresh your advertising to avoid decays (even if it’s working).
According to Noah, the saying “don’t change something that works”
does not apply to Facebook advertising.
Begin with a small budget and capitalize on the ads targeting which
provides you with best ROI.
Targeting your competitors’ fans and creating lookalike audience
from existing customers and email subscribers can be extremely
efficient.
Use natural text, as opposed to something that reads like an ad.
Keep the images simple.
Source: okdork.com
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38. Beat Twitter’s 280-character limit
(sneaky)
Although the character limit is now double than what it used to be,
sometimes, you just need more space to say what you want to say.
Luckily, there’s a way around Twitter’s character rule.
You can use a note-taking app on your mobile phone or a word
processing program on your laptop to write a longer message, then
share a screenshot of that message in your Tweet.
Simple yet effective.
Your action steps:
Open your favorite word-processing app;
Write down your message;
Take a screenshot of it;
Go to your Twitter account and start a new Tweet;
Tap the camera button and add the screenshot as an image.
Source: Hootsuite.com
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39. 57% Higher Newsletter open rate
(with a tiny change)
The sender name (also known as “from name“) is one of the often
underestimated elements which can influence email marketing success.
But, as this experiment proves, even small changes can produce
important results.
The challenge: improve the efficiency of email marketing campaigns for
an accommodation business (a family-run hotel)
The test: given that many of the guests appreciate the hotel’s family
atmosphere and the personal support received from the hosts, the
marketing team decided to inject a bit of that personal feel into the
emails they send as well.
They did a split test and sent two versions of the same email to more
than 10,000 newsletter subscribers. The only thing that was different
was the sender name.
Version A had an impersonal “from name“ with just the name of the
hotel.
Version B featured a personal sender name in combination with the
company name.
The results: Version B emerged as the clear winner and showed an
improved open rate of 57%.
The results are pretty significant, but note that is not going to work for
every business out there. So, use your best judgment on whether it
makes sense to use this tactic on your email marketing campaigns or
not.
Source: mindberry.com
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40. The content repost hack to boost
traffic
Producing high-quality, insightful, long-form content requires a
substantial use of resources, so you obviously want to make sure that
the investment will pay off.
And that means you need to promote it.
But creating a fool-proof system for how to promote that top content
can be challenging, which is why many bloggers stick to sending just
one email blast to their newsletter subscribers.
If you need some inspiration in this area as well, here’s a 5-step process
you can use to successfully promote your best content.
Your action steps:
Send email to your list(s) with your article;
As soon as the email campaign is sent, share the article on your
social media accounts;
Search for channels which are relevant to your business and share
links there (you can try Slack groups or forums)
Wait for a few days to get some valuable analytics data (such as
traffic stats, shares and comments).
Send emails or tweet editors of major publishers who write about
your content topic. Add a screenshot of proof of traction (e.g. My
article on {topic} has x share rate, as shown in the screenshot
attached.Repost maybe?)
Source: rocketshipgrowth.com
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41. Best time to post on Facebook (a
must-know)
Facebook is consistently one of the most popular social media
platforms out there, with 74% of users saying they use it daily
(according to Pew Research).
By timing your posts right, you can maximize your reach, boost
engagement and drive more traffic to your site.
In terms of what is the best time to post on Facebook, Hubspot offered
these best practices:
On average, the best time to post across industries is 9:00 AM;
Facebook sees another increase in clickthrough rates between 11:00
AM – 12:00 PM (when people break for lunch);
The best days to post on Facebook are Thursday to Sunday.
Look at these suggestions as general guidelines and take into account
the fact that popular times may not be the best times for your particular
audience.
Once you have your best times figured out, you can use a tool like
Squirrly Social to plan and schedule your posts in advance.
Source: hubspot.com
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42. 2000% improved lead quality
(study)
How Talview increased their conversions into purchases by 2000%
Talview, an AI powered Assessments and Video Interview platform, had
a big issue: they had too many low-quality leads. Their sales team was
overwhelmed by having to handle all those leads, and the percentage of
leads who turned into purchases was very low.
So, they decided to change up their line of action. And their efforts led
to +2000% to lead quality.
How they did it:
At first, they were spending their efforts on as many as 22 marketing
channels.
But then realized that they were making a mistake: not measuring
channel performance by number of deals closed but only by leads
generated.
So, they started analyzing each channel by just one parameter:
LifeTime Value divided by Customer Acquisition Cost x 100.
Using this formula, they saw that their top 3 marketing channels were:
Offline events (1st place), SEO (2nd place), Partners and business
development (3rd place).
By focusing their efforts on those 3 channels, they saw a +2000% to
lead quality.
Source: talview.com
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43. How to Make Your Video Rank #1
on YouTube (case study)
If you want to promote your brand through video marketing, then being
visible on YouTube is essential. However, that means you have to beat
millions of competitors who may have bigger budgets and
professionally-made videos.
But it can be done.
The team from Yum Yum Videos, an explainer video animation
production company, managed to rank #1 for the most relevant search
keywords in their business (“explainer videos”, “explainer video” and
“best explainer videos”).
Here’s how they did it.
Highlights from their strategic video SEO campaign:
Titles should be under 70 characters, include keywords towards the
beginning, and be 100% relevant for the video.
Use high-resolution, colorful thumbnails.
Add a transcription of your video script below the first lines on the
description (include keywords). Link to your website and your social
media profiles within the first two sentences.
Tags. Put your most important keywords first.
Make sure your video has good engagement metrics (look at average
view duration).
Source: yumyumvideos.com
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44. 400% more blog traffic in one
year
How a Startup Grew their B2B Blog Traffic By 400%
In just one year, a travel startup managed to exponentially grow traffic
to their site’s blog. They were able to achieve this growth by employing
a series of content marketing tactics that could work in your case as
well.
Here’s what worked for them:
Their keyword targeting was a result of listening to their customers
(customer service);
They created content meant to help their existing customer base and
provide true value;
They didn’t rule out low-volume keywords - and found topics for
which they were best qualified to write about.
They tackled niche topics that made sense for their business.
Source: liveagent.com
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45. Ranking on the 1st Page of
Google with no SEO experience
(success story)
How to Rank on the 1st Page of Google with no SEO experience
You can be successful with SEO, even if you’re not an expert, and
without paying thousands of dollars in SEO consultancy fees.
Just ask Drew Spangler, a small business owner, who managed to rank
his site on the 1st Page of Google, despite having a very limited budget
and not much experience with SEO.
Not long ago, Drew was in a position that many new business owners
often find themselves in: struggling to get customers through the door.
So he decided to try search engine optimization to get more traffic to his
site and reach more people who would be interested in his services
(beauty services such as fat reduction, laser lipo, and ultrasound
cavitation.
Within a few weeks since starting his SEO journey, his phone starting
ringing - with customers on the other side.
So, what exactly did Drew Spangler do right in order to rank his pages
and get relevant traffic to his site?
This article tackles the nuts and bolts of his success, but if we were to
summarize the process, it would be:
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After testing multiple other plugins with no results, Drew began using
Squirrly SEO 2019: Strategy.
He relied on keyword research to find the best keyword
opportunities.
He created an optimized blog post targeting one of those keywords.
He followed exact methods for improving his chance of ranking and
solved SEO tasks that generated a big impact (via Focus Pages
section of Squirrly SEO).
Read the whole post here to see how Drew describes his
experience.
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46. 114K views on a LinkedIn post
[case study]
LinkedIn is a great channel for lead generation, but it’s not always easy
to know how to make it work for your business. So it doesn’t hurt to
learn from the success of others, right?
Kalo Yankulov, the co-founder of Encharge (marketing automation
software), recently shared the exact formula he used to achieve these
impressive stats for one of his LinkedIn posts:
100K+ views,
951 comments,
600+ email leads.
To get there, Kalo followed a formulaic approach that can be
summarized into 4 main steps:
1. He stayed active and consistently published content on LinkedIn (2-3
posts per week, including personal and business stories, technical
guides, and videos);
2. He grew his LinkedIn network by adding people from relevant
Facebook Groups;
3. He followed a specific content structure for his posts that included
adding a clear CTA in the first lines of text;
4. He promoted his posts very aggressively in the first hour of the post.
Source: encharge.io
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47. Best email subject line length
(based on research)
Are short email subject lines better? Is there an optimal number of
characters that you can rely on every time you write an email? Does the
length of your email subject line even matter all that much?
To answer all these questions and find out what subject line length
results in the most engagement (clicks), Marketo conducted extensive
research over the course of six months.
Their sample size: approximately 200 email campaigns and over two
million emails sent.
The metrics they analyzed were:
Unique opens
Open rate %
Clicks
Click-to-open rate %
Unsubscribe rate %
What did the research reveal?
By analyzing the data, Marketo learned that 41 characters (or 7 words)
seems to be a sweet spot for email subject line length.
So, there you have it! 7 words - that’s a number to remember when
crafting the email subject lines for your next email marketing
campaigns.
Source: Marketo
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48. This Color Scheme Got 131%
More Clicks than the Sample Average
Sometimes, small changes can be enough to see a significant increase
in conversions, and that seems to be the case here.
Ryan McCready from Venngage tested 35 different Facebook ads over a
few weeks (keeping the ad copy consistent throughout the duration of
the experiment).
And 26 design combinations later, he came to some interesting
conclusions in terms of what visual elements drive the most clicks on
Facebook.
He found that the image’s color scheme impacts how many people click
on the ad. In fact, one particular color scheme received 131% more
clicks than the sample average.
What was the winning color scheme?
Dark background + white text on it.
One explanation for this could be that a dark color scheme stands out
well against Facebook’s light grey and white background. Plus, the
white text is easy to read against the black background.
Source: Venngage
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49. Top 5 Emojis that can Boost
Click-through Rates
If you aren’t already using emojis in your marketing ventures, you may
want to consider starting as soon as possible, as they are undeniably
useful.
For example, using emojis in a tweet can increase engagement by 25.4
percent, while emojis in a Facebook post can boost the number of likes
by 57 percent.
But with now more than 3,000 emojis to choose from, how do you pick
the ones that will make people want to click on your link?
The guys at Hubspot studied 19,617,281 HubSpot-published posts
across all social platforms: LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram
to find the top 5 emojis most likely to encourage click-through.
Here they are: the octopus is #1, horse, jeans, cherry, train.
These emojis do seem quite random (octopus emoji, really?). But maybe
this is what catches the viewer’s eye, and perhaps going off the beaten
track is what gives you an advantage when you’re trying to stand out
and get people to click on your link.
Source: hubspot
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50. How Crazy Egg increased
conversion rates by 64%
For those of you who don’t know, Crazy Egg (co-founded by Neil Patel)
is a SaaS company which helps marketers analyze user behavior on
their websites.
Their heat maps show you how people interact with your website (where
they click, where they don’t) so you can improve usability and boost
conversion rates.
The challenge
Crazy Egg is not an overly-complicated service and their site was
getting plenty of traffic. However, they had trouble quickly
communicating their value proposition to website visitors. So, people
were going away without taking action.
The solution
The solution they came up with was to add a short animated video to
their home page to quickly and effectively present Crazy Egg to
visitors.
The results
Just by adding an explainer video, their conversion rates went up by
64% resulting in an additional $21,000 in monthly revenue.
Source: Demo Duck
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51. 5 Key Findings from analyzing
912 Million Blog Posts
The content marketing world is always changing.
Wanting to better understand what it takes to be successful at content
marketing right now, Backlinko analyzed no less than 912 million blog
posts.
They looked at how factors such as content format, word count and
headlines correlate with backlinks and social media shares.
Their findings are pure content marketing gold.
1.Long-form content gets an average of 77.2% more links than short
articles. (which means long-form content is better for link-acquisition)
2. The great majority of online content gets few social shares and
backlinks. (94% of all blog posts have zero external links).
3. Longer headlines get more shares. Headlines that are 14-17 words in
length generate 76.7% more social shares than short headlines.
4. List posts get an average of 218% more shares than “how to” posts
and 203% more shares than infographics.
5. “Why Posts”, “What Posts” and infographics received 25.8% more
links compared to videos and “How-to” posts.
Source: Backlinko
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52. Worst performing headline
phrases on Facebook
“When you have written your headline, you have spent eighty cents out
of your dollar.”
David Ogilvy
This quote that belongs to advertising legend David Ogilvy is older than
many of you reading this. But it’s still relevant to advertising today when
the importance of headlines cannot be overstated.
A bad headline means people won’t click, read, or share your content.
But how do you know which phrases NOT to include in your headline?
Buzzsumo analyzed 100 million article headlines and found commonly
used phrases in headlines that received the lowest Facebook
engagement.
Some of the phrases in there definitely took us by surprise. Here are
some that we picked from the list:
“X simple tips;” “what’s new in;” “on a budget;” “simple way to;” “work
for you;” “the introduction of;” “you should use;” “back to normal.”
Source: Buzzsumo
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53. 115M tracked emails reveal worst
subject lines
Phrases You Shouldn’t Use in Your Email Subject Line (research-based)
Email subject lines can be your foot in the door or your foot in the
mouth. The words you choose, the length of the email subject line, the
value they provide; they all contribute to the success (or failure) of your
email campaigns.
So how do you know which phrases to steer clear of?
Yesware, a company that provides email software for creating lasting
business relationships, analyzed 115 Million emails sent by 7,839
different companies to find an answer.
Their extensive research revealed a list of worst email subject line
phrases (these had the lowest open rates and number of replies).
Here they are:
Trying to connect
Something of interest?
Quick question
Appropriate person
Join us for
Webinar
Quick request
Can you chat
Exclusive invitation to
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What do all these phrases have in common? They all imply a request.
So, instead of asking something of the person you’re sending the email
to, try to focus on the benefits for which a person should open your
email.
For example, instead of Join us for our webinar, you could try a benefitoriented subject line such as Learn to master (topic of webinar) for free.
Source: Yesware
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54. From 50K to 90K Website Traffic
in 6 Months
Find out how Shane Barker, a digital marketing consultant, managed to
get a steady stream of high-quality traffic to a new domain in just six
months.
The Challenges
The content that Shane had on his site lacked visibility and was only
attracting a very small number of visitors every day.
The Solutions
1. Competitor Analysis. This allowed Shane to analyze what was
working well for others and how he could use it to his advantage.
Using a tool such as Squirrly SPY will reveal your competitor’s bestkept SEO secrets and show you ways to outperform them.
2. Content Strategy. Shane employed a content strategy that included
blog posts, guest posts, and free template creation.
3. Email marketing. Shane built an email list via opt-in pop-up menus on
his website, and started sending out newsletters to get traffic for his
posts.
4. Guest Blogging on high-authority blogs and websites to get
backlinks.
5. Influencer outreach.
The Results
After just 6 months of implementing these solutions, Shane saw a
dramatic increase in organic traffic to his website. Between June 2017 –
November 2017 and December 2017 – May 2018, the total visitors to his
site increased by 80.64%.
Source: Shane Barker
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55. Increases retweets by 150%
(crazy easy)
Imagine standing at the podium, giving a speech to a room full of
people. This is the best, most persuasive speech you’ve ever given.
You’ve worked really hard to include valuable information that you know
those in the audience will love.
The problem? No one is listening to you.
This is the perfect metaphor for publishing content on Twitter, but
getting no one to engage with your post. Luckily, there’s a proven way
to maximize engagement on every post you share.
Tactic: Boost retweets by increasing the aesthetic appeal of your posts
One study conducted by Buffer revealed that sharing images on Twitter
increases retweets by 150%. Plus, research shows that users engaged
at a rate 5X higher when an image was included.
Your action steps:
Start adding an image to every one of your Twitter posts.
Experiment with images with text, screenshots, mini infographics,
even memes (if that’s in sync with your brand).
Ensure there is a clear connection between the visual and the content
it’s tied with.
Source: convinceandconvert.com
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56. 12X More Organic Backlinks
(super secret ninja hack)
Acquiring backlinks is a thorny issue for most website owners.
Backlinks are a crucial factor that impacts a page’s rankings, which is
why everyone wants them. But getting backlinks is not as easy as
wanting them.
There’s a hack you can use to make this job easier.
Tactic: Leveraging existing backlinks to get 12X organic backlinks
You probably know that you’re more likely to be able to sell something
to an existing customer compared to selling it to a new prospect. 12
times more likely, actually.
Have you ever thought about the fact that the same principle can apply
to link-building? Meaning that someone who has already linked to your
site is 12X more likely to do it again.
Your action steps:
Go to https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/home?hl=en (your
website should be added here)
Pick your website from the list
Click "Search Traffic" - "Links To Your Site" to see the list of domains
who already list to your site
Thank them in an email and let them know about the awesome piece
of content you’ve just posted on your site.
Source: Aladdin Happy
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57. Should you smile in your profile
pic? (personal branding case study)
Building a strong personal brand is one of the most powerful and
efficient tools in your entrepreneurial arsenal. And in this quest, the
smallest details can often make a surprisingly big difference. For
instance, facial expression.
Think of your profile pics, whether on your site, social media accounts,
or other online platforms where you present your personal brand. Are
you smiling in those pictures?
Many people tend to use pics where they keep a straight face because
they feel it conveys professionalism and authority.
But based on what psychologists specializing in facial expressions have
concluded, that’s not the way to go.
According to their research, putting on an honest smile that is genuine
can influence people to cooperate with you by perceiving you as
trustworthy.
The bottom line? Invests in taking a high-quality picture and show them
pearls to build trust with your audience.
Source: neilpatel.com
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